What’s happening in Kestalan?
Kestalan is in central Solo, between Setabelan and Kali Pepe. Many recent migrants to Solo live there. The city’s main train station is at the northern edge. The neighborhood has a lot of commercial activity related to the adjacent market. It also has many informal areas.

This Mini Atlas collects information about Kestalan so everyone can see and understand what is going on. Information about the condition of services can help people discuss what they want from the annual participatory budgeting process, musrenbang. Our goal is to make citizens more informed about their communities.

What are Kestalan’s assets?
- Pasar Legi and train station provide jobs
- Children get extra education at Community Learning Center
- Low school absenteeism

What are potential issues?
- Stigma of illegal activity
- Limited public WC and water service in many areas
- Hotel activity and related noise

Kestalan has many informal areas with limited water and sanitation infrastructure. It is sometimes stigmatized as an area of illegal activity.